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Today’s Lecture

1. Definition of sequential decision problems

2. Imitation learning: supervised learning for decision making
a. Does direct imitation work?

b. How can we make it work more often?

3. Case studies of recent work in (deep) imitation learning

4. What is missing from imitation learning?

• Goals:
• Understand definitions & notation

• Understand basic imitation learning algorithms

• Understand their strengths & weaknesses
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Terminology & notation

1. run away

2. ignore

3. pet

a bit of history…

управление Lev Pontryagin Richard Bellman



Imitation Learning

Images: Bojarski et al. ‘16, NVIDIA
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Does it work? No!



Does it work? Yes!

Video: Bojarski et al. ‘16, NVIDIA



Why did that work?

Bojarski et al. ‘16, NVIDIA



Can we make it work more often?

co
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stability



Learning from a stabilizing controller

(more on this later)



Can we make it work more often?



Can we make it work more often?

DAgger: Dataset Aggregation

Ross et al. ‘11



DAgger Example

Ross et al. ‘11



What’s the problem?

Ross et al. ‘11



Imitation learning: recap

• Often (but not always) insufficient by itself
• Distribution mismatch problem

• Sometimes works well
• Hacks (e.g. left/right images)

• Samples from a stable trajectory distribution

• Add more on-policy data, e.g. using DAgger

training
data

supervised
learning



Case study 1: trail following as classification





Case study 2: DAgger & domain adaptation







Case study 3: Imitation with LSTMs







Other topics in imitation learning

• Structured prediction

 See Mohammad Norouzi’s lecture in April!

• Interaction & active learning

• Inverse reinforcement learning
 Instead of copying the demonstration, figure out the goal

 Will be covered later in this course

“where” “are” “you”

I’m at work

x: where are you

y: I’m at work

in school



Imitation learning: what’s the problem?

• Humans need to provide data, which is typically finite
• Deep learning works best when data is plentiful

• Humans are not good at providing some kinds of actions

• Humans can learn autonomously; can our machines do the same?
• Unlimited data from own experience

• Continuous self-improvement



Next time: learning without humans
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Cost/reward functions in theory and practice



A cost function for imitation?
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Ross et al. ‘11



The trouble with cost & reward functions

More on this later…



A note about terminology…

the “R” word

a bit of history…

Richard SuttonAndrew BartoLev Pontryagin Richard Bellman

reinforcement learning

(the problem statement)

reinforcement learning

(the method)
without using the model


